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Abstract

We report mixed quantum–classical molecular dynamics simulations of the optical absorption spectrum of the solvated silver

atom and electron in liquid water. The simple one electron model is shown to be able to reproduce the strong temperature depen-

dence of the absorption spectra of hydrated electron as well as the much weaker dependence for the silver atom. A qualitative expla-

nation is provided for this experimental fact. When extending these simulations to very low densities corresponding to supercritical

conditions the results display a progressive �desolvation� of the hydrated electron. Two other distinct theoretical models lead to

results similar to those of the present QCMD simulations.

� 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Understanding the mechanism of elementary chemi-

cal events such as charge transfer in solution is one of
the major challenges in chemical physics today. Owing

to its importance in many domains of chemistry and

biology, the hydrated electron has been the subject of

numerous studies. This is also true for the radiation-

induced reduction of metal ions in solution. One of

the most studied elementary reactions is the reduction

of a silver ion in water, following a radiolysis pulse:

e�aq þAgþ �Ag0aq ð1Þ

A full understanding of the mechanism of elementary

reactions requires a precise knowledge of the nature of

the reactive species. In order to better characterize

short-lived species in solution, their optical spectra have

been thoroughly investigated. In the case of the
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hydrated electron, the observation of a broad structure-

less absorption band centered at 715 nm dates back to

the early 1960s [1–4]. Soon after, this species was de-

tected in other solvents and the optical spectrum of
the solvated electron was found to depend strongly on

the nature of the solvent [5]. The maximum of the

absorption band can be shifted to as high as 2200 nm

in tetrahydrofuran. The temperature effect on the opti-

cal spectrum has also been studied [6–10], and it has

been recently investigated in supercritical water [11,12].

The metallic silver ion/solvated atom Eq. (1) is being

considered as a model system for the radiolysis-induced
charge transfer in solution [13–21]. The optical absorp-

tion spectra of the transient silver atom, as well as that

of the charged dimer (produced by an aggregation pro-

cess with an excess neighboring silver ion), have been

observed by pulse radiolysis in various solvents [22].

An indication of the influence of the atom–solvent inter-

action is given by the solvent dependence of the optical

absorption spectra in solution. In ammonia, the absorp-
tion spectra of silver atoms and dimers were observed at
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two different temperatures: 296 K [22] and 223 K [23].

The maximum of absorption band was found at 435

and 450 nm, respectively. More recently [21], the rate

constant for the reduction of silver ions by hydrated

electrons was measured at different temperature and is

found to fit with an Arrhenius relationship (from 398
to 573 K at 200 atm) with an apparent activation energy

of 17.8 kJ mol�1. The measurement of transient absorp-

tion spectra showed that the maximum of the absorp-

tion spectrum of silver atom in water is shifted from

355 to 370 nm when the temperature is increased from

298 to 473 K.

In this Letter, we concentrate on the (P,q,T) depen-
dence of the optical spectra of the hydrated electron
and silver atom, rather than the solvent dependence.

Until very recently [24], the red shift of the maximum

of the absorption band of the hydrated electron with

increasing temperature had not been investigated theo-

retically. Based on a mixed quantum–classical molecular

dynamics simulation, Nicolas et al. [24] reported that a

�cavity picture� of the hydrated electron could qualita-

tively capture most of the known experimental data. It
was also suggested that the red shift of the absorption

spectrum could be a density, rather than a temperature

effect. No such investigation exists, to our knowledge,

in the case of the hydrated silver atom.

In this work, we have performed adiabatic molecular

dynamics simulations of both the hydrated electron

(extending our previous simulations to supercritical con-

ditions) and hydrated silver atom species. In the ordin-
ary liquid conditions, we show that simple one

electron, mixed quantum–classical simulations are able

to reproduce the strong thermodynamic state point

dependence of the optical spectra of the hydrated elec-

tron, as well as the weak shift of the absorption spec-

trum in the case of silver atom. However, this is not

the case under supercritical conditions where the simula-

tion results are found to be at variance with recent pulse
radiolysis experiments [12].
2. Methods

We have performed mixed quantum classical molecu-

lar dynamics (QCMD) simulations of an excess electron

in bulk water and in presence of a silver cation. The
excess electron only is treated quantum mechanically,

using the Born–Oppenheimer approximation. The

method and the simulation details are fully described

elsewhere [24,25].

For the excess electron–water interaction we used the

pseudo-potential developed by Turi and Borgis [26]

while for electron–silver interaction we used the form

initially proposed by Durand and Barthelat [27], which
we have adapted to a Gaussian grid representation of

the electron [25]. Water and cations interact via classical
interaction potentials made by coulombic and 6-12 Len-

nard–Jones (LJ) terms. Water–water interactions are de-

scribed by the SPC model [28].

The simulations were carried out in a box of 300 SPC

water molecules, an excess electron and/or a silver cat-

ion. Standard periodic boundary conditions were used
together with the Ewald summation technique for com-

puting the electrostatic interactions. The MD time step

was fixed at 0.5 fs and simulation runs lasted a few tens

of picoseconds after the stabilization period.

The method used for computing the electron absorp-

tion spectrum is fully described elsewhere [24,25,29].

Different thermodynamic conditions were simulated,

from ambient to supercritical conditions. Since the
SPC model fails at perfectly reproducing the equation

of state of liquid water in the whole thermodynamic

state space, we decided to perform (N,V,T) ensemble

simulations, and to fix the density of the system to the

value found in the NIST WebBook [30], for each given

temperature and pressure. For instance, in order to com-

pare our hydrated silver atom simulations to experi-

ments, we used the density values corresponding to the
thermodynamic state points investigated by Mostafavi

et al. [21], namely 1.00, 0.95 and 0.86 g cm�3 which cor-

respond to 298, 376 and 476 K, respectively, at a pres-

sure of 20 MPa.
3. Results and discussion

The absorption spectra of the hydrated silver atom at

20 MPa and three different temperatures are shown in

Fig. 1. The maximum absorption wavelengths as well

as the bandwidths are fairly well reproduced by the

QCMD simulations. It is interesting to mention that

the absolute maximum intensity of the simulated spectra

is only weakly dependent on temperature (Table 1).

Experimentally, the absorption intensity is often pre-
sented as the product of G Æ e (where G is the radiolytic

yield and e is the absorption extinction coefficient). As

shown in Table 1, the experimental maximum intensity

does not depend markedly on temperature, at constant

pressure. The comparison between experiments and sim-

ulations seems to provide an indication that the change

in intensity of the experimental spectra could be mainly

attributed to a decrease of the radiolytic yield (since the
density of the system decreases with increasing tempera-

ture), rather than a decrease of e. This is also true for the

hydrated electron simulations where the maximum

intensity of the absorption spectrum is found to vary

within less than 20% whatever the density or tempera-

ture is.

In Fig. 2, we show the evolution with temperature (at

constant pressure) of the maximum of the absorption
spectrum of the hydrated silver atom species. As already

noted above, the simulation results are in good
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Fig. 1. Experimental (dashed lines [21]) and simulated (full lines) normalized absorption spectrum of hydrated silver atom at 20 MPa and 298 K (a),

373 K (b) and 473 K (c).
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence (at constant pressure) of the maxi-

mum of the absorption spectrum of hydrated silver atom. Full squares:

experiments [21], open squares: simulations (this work). Also shown

are the data for the hydrated electron. Full circles: experiments [11],

open circles: simulations [24].

Table 1

Relative intensity of the maximum of the absorption spectrum of the

hydrated silver atom at three temperatures (at 298 K, e360 nm = 16000

mol�1cm�1)

Temperature (K): 298 373 473

Density (g cm�3): 1.00 0.95 0.86

Exp. [21] 1.0 0.97 0.87

QCMD 1.0 0.97 0.92

The experimental and simulation data are normalized with respect to

the ambient thermodynamic conditions data.
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agreement with experiments. In the same figure, we re-

port the previously published shift in the case of the hy-

drated electron alone [24]. It is clear from these data that

the temperature shift is much weaker in the case of silver

atom that it is for the hydrated electron. In the latter

case, it was suggested that the red shift of the absorption

spectrum could be a density, rather than a temperature

effect [24]. Here, we have carried out QCMD simula-
tions of the hydrated silver atom at several thermody-

namic state points in order to shed some light on the

weak shift observed in this case. The results are given

in Table 2.

At a constant density of 1.0 g cm�3, a temperature ef-

fect (red shift) is obtained. On the other hand, at a con-

stant temperature of 573 K, a density effect (blue shift) is

observed. At constant pressure, these two effects com-
pensate each other and this leads to the weak tempera-

ture effect seen in Fig. 2.
In a previous QCMD work, we have shown that the

hydrated silver atom behaves as a dipolar excitonic state
[29]. This is to say that the active electron and the silver

cation act as a strong, fluctuating, dipole. The average

distance between the electron and the cation can be

computed from the QCMD simulations. It is shown,



Table 2

Maximum of the absorption spectrum of hydrated silver atom (in eV) as a function of temperature and density, from QCMD simulations

Temperature (K) Density (g cm�3)

1.00 0.95 0.86 0.73 0.50

298 3.59 (0.52) – – – –

373 3.52 (0.61) 3.49 (0.59) – – –

473 3.49 (0.63) – 3.47 (0.59) – –

573 3.47 (0.66) – – 3.47 (0.52) 3.57 (0.47)

The corresponding average electron–silver cation distance (in Å) is given in parentheses.
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in Table 2, that a strong correlation exists between the

change in the maximum of the absorption spectrum

and the electron–cation distance.

From these findings, we suggest that the behavior of

the active electron in the hydrated silver atom species is

mainly governed by the presence of the neighboring

silver cation. The thermodynamics state point slightly

affects the electron–cation distance, and this has an
effect on the absorption spectrum. Two distinct temper-

ature and density effects are observed, but these effects

are weak.

This is in clear contrast with the behavior of the hy-

drated electron, for which the thermodynamic state

point effect was shown to be much stronger. It was sug-

gested to be more or less related to the size of the cavity

in which the electron was sitting, and in turn to the den-
sity of the system.

We have reinvestigated the density effect on the opti-

cal spectra of the hydrated electron, in order to compare

the QCMD data to other simulation results of the liter-

ature. Our aim was also to extend our simulations to the

supercritical conditions, for which some new experimen-

tal data became available recently [12,31]. In Fig. 3, we

report the QCMD computed evolution of the maximum
of the absorption spectrum of the hydrated electron as a
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the computed maximum of the absorption

spectrum of the hydrated electron as a function of density. Circles:

QCMD (this work); diamonds: Path-Integral MD [32]; squares: Car-

Parrinello MD [33].
function of density, and compare our data with the re-

sults obtained using other methods, namely Path Inte-

gral MD (PIMD [32]) and Car-Parrinello MD (CPMD

[33]). Interestingly enough, the PIMD and CPMD sim-

ulations are in rather good agreement with the present

QCMD data and were performed at different tempera-

tures. This seems to confirm the existence of a strong

density effect, the maximum of the absorption spectrum
decreasing linearly with the density of the system, to as

low as 0.1 g cm�3. It is worth mentioning that PIMD,

CPMD and Adiabatic (this work) simulations rely on

rather different methods and approximations.

In a recent experimental work, however, Bartels and

coworkers [12] clearly observe a �levelling off� of the den-
sity effect. At densities lower than 0.5 g cm�3 (supercrit-

ical conditions), the maximum of the absorption spectra
is near 1 eV, and does not change anymore with decreas-

ing densities. An analysis of their data leads Bartels and

coworkers [12] to suggest that the inner solvation shell

of the electron remains constant in this density region.

This is in contrast with the QCMD results which display

a progressive and continuous �desolvation� of the elec-

tron as the density decreases. This is shown in the radial

distribution functions reported in Fig. 4. The structure
of the solvation shell is progressively lost when the den-

sity decreases and the first peak of the radial distribution

functions is shifted to larger distances. According to the
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Fig. 4. Radial distribution functions for the electron–oxygen (a), and

electron–hydrogen (b) distances at different densities. Solid lines:

1.0 g cm�3; dashed lines: 0.48 g cm�3; dotted lines: 0.20 g cm�3.
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unpublished results of the Katsumura group [31], even

in the supercritical domain a slight decrease of the max-

imum of absorption is observed from 1.04 to 0.97 eV,

corresponding to densities from 0.5 to 0.2 g cm�3. Such

a slight shift has also been observed by Bartels and

coworkers [12]. However, our calculations show a
marked decrease of Emax from 1.15 to 0.87 eV for the

same range of density.
4. Conclusions

We have shown that QCMD simulations are able to

capture most of the important features of the optical
spectrum of the silver atom and electron species solvated

in ordinary liquid water. The strong thermodynamic

state point dependence of the absorption spectra of hy-

drated electron as well as the much weaker dependence

for the silver atom are well reproduced, and a qualitative

explanation is provided for this experimental evidence.

When extending the QCMD calculations to very low

densities corresponding to supercritical conditions the
simulation results display a progressive �desolvation� of
the hydrated electron. This is at variance with recent

pulse radiolysis experiments [12] in which the solvation

shell is suggested to �level off�. The reason for this dis-

crepancy is not clear, since two other distinct theoretical

models lead to results similar to those of the QCMD

simulations.
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